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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors:

Thank you for your email dated 5 September 2005, regarding our manuscript (MS: 4654229866939263) - Lipid-soluble particles from cigarette smoke damage endothelial cells and reduce endothelium-dependent dilatation in rat and man. I attached your email below.

To: Dr Cang-Bao Xu <Cang-Bao.Xu@med.lu.se>
Re: 'Lipid-soluble particles from cigarette smoke damage endothelial cells and reduce endothelium-dependent dilatation in rat and man'

Dear Dr Xu,

This is just a short note to let you know that we have been expecting to receive your revised manuscript (see above) for a while. If there are any reasons why you would not be able to return a revision within the next couple of weeks (i.e. by 19 September 2005), please do let us know, and where possible suggest an alternative deadline.

With best wishes,

The BioMed Central Editorial Team

According to your email, we have carefully read our manuscript (MS: 4654229866939263) and made some changes as following:

In the title page, we have added "FAMRI" as one of our supporting research grants and corrected "grand no" to "grant no"

In the discussion, we have improved the language and changed "dose not shown" to "does not show", "It results in" to "This results in", "define pathway" to "define the pathway", "from endothelium" to "from the endothelium", "risk factor" to "risk factors", "and was thus" to "and thus", "impair functions" to "impair the function", "rise nicotine level" to "rise in the nicotine level".

We now hope you find that our revised manuscript is suitable for publishing in the BMC Cardiovascular Disorders.

Yours sincerely

Cang-Bao Xu, MD, PhD
Associate Professor in Medicine
Lund University